Vision - Harvard Square

Identity/Character - Heritage of Place

A Place to Gather - Flexible / Community Interaction / Intimate Spaces

Programming - Activation, Performances, Temporary Art etc

Circulation/Universal Access - Visual & Physical Connections; Multimodal

Sustainable Design - Creative Stormwater Measures

Retail Experiences - Mixed-Use Placemaking / Vibrant Commercial Amenities
Identity/Character: Heritage of Place

Cambridge Common: Cambridge, MA
A Place to Gather: Community Interaction

Cambridge Common: Cambridge, MA
Post Office Square: Boston, MA
A Place to Gather: Community Interaction

South Boston Maritime Park: Boston, MA
Programming: Activation, Performances, Temporary Art

Atlantic Wharf: Boston, MA
Circulation/Universal Access: Multimodal
Sustainable Design: Creative Stormwater Measures

OPEN JOINT PERMEABLE PAVING SYSTEM
SAND BASED STRUCTURAL SOIL
DRIP STAKE TREE IRRIGATION
SUBSOIL
SUBDRAIN
SLOT DRAIN
GEOGRID
IRRIGATION PIPE
AERATION PIPE

Government Center: Boston, MA
Retail Experiences: Mixed-Use Placemaking
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